I. IntroductIon
In 1999 and 2000 a group of Canadian legal educators at the Legal Research Institute at the University of Manitoba hosted the "Workshop on the Future of Canadian Legal Education: Excellence, Competition and Hierarchy" (May, 1999) , and the follow up "Conference on the Future of Legal Education" held in Ottawa, Canada, (Sept. 2000) . The initiatives sought to identify the main factors provoking change in Canadian legal education. On behalf of the group, Connie Backhouse summarized fifteen transformative factors in Canadian legal education including: reductions in university budgets; government demands for accountability; privatization of funding; marketing and competitiveness; internationalization; technological change; demographic change; inclusion in the university academy; increased pace of academic work; tension between law faculty members; leadership; tensions between law schools and university administrators; and local factors unique to each law school. The factors identified by Backhouse clearly mirror trends in a larger university and have been associated with economic restructuring, neo-liberal policies, globalization and corporatization. These trends have far reaching implications on many dimensions of university life: curriculum, governance, the student experience, the work environment, fiscal policies and tuition, student-teacher relationships, faculty scholarship and academic culture. There is a developing body In monetarsm the money supply s the domnant determnant of the level of economc actvty. Government spendng and taxaton actvtes by themselves have lttle fundamental mpact on macro-economc condtons. Monetarsts also tend to favour mnmal government nterventon n the labour force and n other markets. As we have seen, ths shft leads to less government nvolvement n the management of the economy -a more hands-off approach -and less ablty for governments to use the economy to solve socal problems.
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Vol. 26(1) Capitalism & Legal Education 125 of crtcsm known as "the crss of the welfare state" 6 and then followed by a perod of restrant and retrenchment. The crtcsms challenged the effectveness, farness, and desrablty of a system where the state was responsble for socal care and socal nterventon. The debates at ths stage were not centered on the queston of whether the state should ntervene but rather how and how much the state should ntervene.
As the debates raged federal and provncal governments began makng changes to socal polcy that affected welfare programs n Canada. There s wdespread agreement that at approxmately the same tme (around the 1980s) the world economy began to change. Although there s a range of dfferng analyses that attempt to make sense of the changes, there s consensus that fundamental economc global restructurng began to occur. It was characterzed by ncreased global moblty of captal, ratonalzaton of producton, and economc nterdependence of naton-states spurred on by advances n nformaton technology n a process referred to as globalzaton. Governments around the world responded n varous ways to the changng economc envronment whch brought wth t pressure to compete nternatonally n a global economc market. In Canada the federal government's response was to free the market by adoptng polces that reflected the nfluence of neo-lberalsm. Ths approach affected the drecton ultmately taken by Canadan socal polcy and resulted n a restructurng of the Keynesan welfare state wthn a neo-lberal paradgm. 7 By the 1990's socal programs were altered, benefits reduced and, n general, a shft n responsbltes was apparent; away from federal and provncal governments to communty, voluntary and nformal sectors of socety. The Canadan Government's approach has been descrbed by some as a selectve restructurng of socal welfare. 8 Others go further and characterze the federal government's actvtes durng ths perod as dsmantlng or dsplacng the Keynesan welfare state. 9 How ever one vews the government's actvtes, at ths tme what s clear s that the socal polcy debate had now changed and state nterventon was no longer a queston of degree but whether the state should ntervene at all. Ths 6
Ibid. at 83. 7
See Arthurs, "Poor Canadan Legal Educaton: So Near to Wall St., So Far from God", supra note 3; Arthurs, "The State We're In", supra note 3; Arthurs, "Globalzaton of the Mnd", supra note 3: Arthurs "The Poltcal Economy of Canadan Legal Educaton", supra note 3; Howard Buchbnder, "The Market Orented Unversty and the Changng Role of Knowledge" (1993) 26 Hgher Educaton at 331-347; Jan Curre, "Globalzaton Practces and the Professorate n Anglo-Pacfic and North Amercan Unverstes" (1998) 
B. Neo-liberalism
Underpnnng the approach emergng from the socal polcy agenda of the Canadan federal government n the 1980s and 1990s was the vew that compettve market forces strengthened the economy. State wthdrawal from socal polcy and programs was advocated. State nterventon was vewed as a hndrance to the functonng of the free market. Referred to as both, a set of economc doctrnes, as well as an deology, neo-lberalsm s characterzed varously as ncludng a number of dfferent economc prncples such as monetarsm, supply-sde economcs, and publc choce theory all of whch emphasze classcal economc theory. Neo-lberalsm advances: the promoton of prvate property rghts; the prmacy of the market; free economc zones where there s free trade and a global economy; prvatzaton of publc enttes; deregulaton of the economy; tax structure transformaton n favour of busness corporatons and upper ncome levels; reducton of the natonal debt; downszng government; shrnkng the sze of government; shftng government responsbltes for socal and economc welfare of socety; restructurng of local government; dsmantlng the welfare state; and the promoton of chartes and other socal agences to assume responsblty for socal welfare. Curously, although wthn ths perspectve state actvsm s consdered napproprate, 11 the desre to 'free' the market actually nvolves an actvst state. State actvsm, although condemned n prncple, s actually necessary to accomplsh the requred economc end.
12
10 James Rce and Mchael Prnce, supra note 5 at 235. 11 See Arthurs "The State We're In", supra note 3. 12 For a full dscusson on the characterstcs of neolberal restructurng and the declne of the welfare state see Arthurs, "Poor Canadan Legal Educaton…" and "The State We're In", supra note 3; Harry Arthurs, and Robert Kreklewch, "Law, Legal Insttutons, and the Legal Professon n the New Economy" (1996) Trends n Canadan socal polcy have occurred wthn the larger context of a neo-lberal polcy response to globalzaton. That s, the welfare state was beng challenged, the economy was becomng globalzed and governments were respondng by mplementng a neo-lberal agenda whch allowed them to restructure the welfare state n a way that was n lne wth the mperatves of the new global economy. Thus, the shrnkng Keynesan welfare state s connected, n part, to governments' adopton of neo-lberal polces n response to, and because of economc globalzaton. Globalzaton s seen by some scholars as both a precursor to the mplementaton of neo-lberal polces and a renforcement of neo-lberal polces. It both shapes and reflects a neo-lberal agenda. Or as Harry Arthurs suggests, neo-lberalsm and globalzaton are ntertwned.
14 Whle not an entrely new phenomenon the contemporary manfestaton of globalzaton has changed n knd and degree: that s, n the ncreasng nternatonal moblty of captal and nformaton.
15
There s a wde rangng lterature on globalzaton reflectng varous analyses, dverse approaches to globalzaton and multple defintons and understandngs of the term and ts manfestatons ncludng economc, poltcal, technologcal and cultural dmensons.
16 Ths paper focuses on the poltcal economc ds- (1996) cussons of socal polcy, and n ths sense globalzaton refers to the ncreasng organzaton of economes on a global scale, expandng markets across the globe, ncreasng market relatonshps across varous goods and servce sectors as well as across financal relatonshps, and cementng global market relatonshps through ncreasng nternatonal nstruments, nsttutons and agreements whch promote and regulate free trade. Wthn ths context globalzaton s often analyzed n terms of what s the approprate role of the state n a global economy. 17 Economc globalzaton wthn a neo-lberal paradgm prvleges prvate enterprse and the adopton of busness sector crtera to make socal polcy decsons. Prorty s gven to job tranng and to meetng labour market needs n order to be economcally compettve. Economc productvty, efficency, and accountablty are ntroduced as mperatves, fiscal restrant and budget balancng s emphaszed, at the same tme socal polcy s reframed as the handmaden to the economy.
18
A second body of crtcal lterature analyzes globalzaton as a pluralzng force. Strctly economc consderatons of globalzaton are recast n broader terms. Globalzaton s descrbed n terms of ts cultural aspects such as the dffuson of values, norms and cultural belefs. It s also understood and analyzed n terms of power relatonshps partcularly between the publc and prvate spheres. Scholars employng ths conceptual framework analyze globalzaton from the perspectve of a multplcty of groups wthn socety, not only n terms of ther rghts and responsbltes, but mportantly n terms of the mpact upon them of socetal changes assocated wth globalzaton. These wrtngs assume, and argue for, the soveregnty of the state to exercse authorty over socetal nteractons. Wthn ths body of lterature the development of socal polcy s connected to the poltcs of naton buldng, human rghts, ctzenshp, dentty, gender, age, socal movements, equty and cultural forms. These wrtngs crtque the nfluence of globalzaton on the poltcal economy and focus on ssues of democratzaton, that s to say, "makng nsttutons, professons, laws and socal programs more representatve, culturally senstve, and respectful of dfferences − n other words the state needs to be further democratzed."
19
Julan Webb, "Post-Fordsm and the Reformaton of Lberal Legal Educaton" n Cowne, supra note 3 at 220-260 for a socologcal analyss of ths phenomenon usng the Fordst/Postfordst metaphor to explan changes n ndustral organzaton under late captalsm. 17 Rce and Prnce, supra note 5; Shela Slaughter, "Natonal Hgher Educaton Polces n a Global Economy" n Curre and Newson, supra note 7 at.45-70. 18 Buchbnder, supra note 7; Magnusson, "Canadan Hgher Educaton and Ctzenshp" and "Examnng Hgher Educaton", supra note 12; Jance Newson, " 
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In general there are three poltcal responses to globalzaton, varously characterzed n the lterature as: "champons, compettors and challengers", or "globalsts, sceptcs of globalzaton and ant globalsts", 20 or "radcals, sceptcs and moderates." 21 (Notably even wthn each of these postons, dfferences and controverses exst.). The champons of globalzaton are commtted to enhancng global power of corporatons and reducng legal and poltcal regulatory power of naton states. They favour economc ntegraton wth the rest of the world and mantan that the soveregnty of the naton state has already been dmnshed wth the ncreased pressure for harmonzaton of socal polces to complement the global economy. Ths understandng of globalzaton vews the process as a natural and nevtable process whereby naton-states are powerless to resst global economc forces. Ths poston fully embraces neo-lberal deology.
22
The "compettors" or "sceptcs of globalzaton" are sceptcal of the proglobalst's poston and full global economc ntegraton but accept trade lberalzaton and focus on maxmzng the compettveness of natonal regonal economes. They favour polces desgned to reduce costs (ncludng layoffs, early retrements, wage reductons and deregulatng labour markets) and advocate polces that seek to mprove productvty through technologcal nnovaton, tranng, producton processes, marketng and dstrbuton. Trade unons and socal democratc partes n ndustral countres often embrace varatons of ths poston n order to lmt job loss and mantan employment standards and benefits whle enterng nto trade agreements and encouragng export compettveness. 23 Dudley explans "The dlemma of globalzaton for socal democrats s that the mperatve of globalzaton and ts economc, poltcal, and socal polcy prescrptves of small government, a mnmalst state and deregulated captal and labour markets undercut ther tradtonal polces of socal ameloraton."
24
She contends that the response of socal democrats to economc globalzaton s to attempt to secure "a partcpaton n the compettve nternatonal economy that mnmzes the negatve socal mpacts of global competton and economc restructurng."
25
The Socal Accomplshments of Performance Indcators" n Curre and Newson, supra note 7 at [173] [174] [175] [176] [177] [178] [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] Challengers of globalzaton, or ant-globalsts, contest the basc assumptons of economc globalzaton and seek to find alternatve courses of acton. They argue that ncreased economc ntegraton through trade agreements s detrmental to labour markets and dmnshes socal equalty and socal justce. Challengers of globalzaton seek democratzng poltcal, financal and legal alternatves to the power of, and dsplacement caused by, economc globalzaton and transnatonal captal. Globalzaton s crtqued more broadly n terms of socal justce, cvl socety, human rghts, gender, ctzenshp, envronmental and developmental sustanablty and communty relatonshps, among other ssues.
26
Over the last two decades the domnant vew of the Canadan corporate sector and governments (allowng for some dfferences among provncal admnstratons) has champoned a neo-lberal form of globalzaton. At the same tme many Canadans and (legal) academcs, groups outsde government and n the socal polcy communty who value socal securty, equalty and collectve rghts have challenged neo-lberal globalzaton. Unverstes, and certanly the legal academy, have been notable stes of resstance.
D. Social Policy Discourse
A neo-lberal approach to globalzaton exacerbates the tenson between socal and economc polces as the mperatve of the economy takes precedence over socal welfare. Whle socal polces have always been made n a budgetary context, a change has occurred over the last two decades whereby financal and monetarstc values have become the central gudng prncples n Canadan socal polcy. Ths tenson s apparent n the dscourse surroundng socal polcy that dengrates publc sector programs and nsttutons characterzng them as nefficent, unresponsve, cumbersome and unaccountable, needng 'market dscplne', n order to lay the groundwork for reorganzaton along prvate sector lnes. Socal polces are defined n terms of market logc, often depcted as a burden and a 'dran' on economc polcy whch sets up the justficaton for cuts n programs. Wthn ths context, poltcal and socal concerns are dealt wth as matters of economc polcy rather than socal ssues, narrowng the concepton of socal polcy and turnng the dscusson nto a fiscal debate rather than one about the fundamental nature of socety.
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− expresses and advances the hegemonc power of the state" 28 and further "State law, n fact, s beng deployed to facltate globalzaton and neo-lberalsm."
29
Offical state dscourse approprates legal dscourse n the formaton of new polcy and structures. Polcy changes are justfied portrayng governments as powerless to the larger gravtatonal force of economc globalzaton. Such dscourse hdes the multple, ntersectng, socetal mpact of economc restructurng on race, gender and soco-economc stuatons. So that whle decson-makng moves away from democratzed structures the approprated legal dscourse gves the semblance of democracy.
Here s where legal dscourse s mplcated. Legal dscourse nforms and empowers polcy and state dscourse. 30 Conkln has descrbed how totalzng, offical dscourse, such as legal dscourse, ousts a heterology of voces, slencng or renderng nvsble the experences of many, whereby 'the offical dscourse volently dsplaces the lved meanng of others." 31 Hs analyss s relevant here n ths envronment where poltcal decson-makers margnalze socal advocates and others vocng crtcsm depctng them as 'specal nterest' groups whch allows for ther concerns to be dsmssed as self-nterested lobbysts. Held wth suspcon, f not pathologzed, they are poltcally and economcally solated, as challengers to the neo-lberal globalzaton agenda, fightng the dscourse and reforms proposed by governments and busness. The most vulnerable are advocates for the poor, labour, and women along wth crtcs from the Left who tradtonally defend socal programs. Methods of attack nclude dsmantlng government agences whch tradtonally allow for consultatve polcy-makng shrnkng the polcy-makng process to a tght group close to the center of power, fundng cuts, restrctng access to government decson-makers, and challengng group's expertse on ssues. Other actons nclude weakenng employment equty programs and affirmatve acton, renderng mnortes nvsble from socal polcy reports and targetng programs based on selectve crtera.
32
Postmodernsts roundly challenge clams of unversal "Truths". From ths perspectve Dudley suggests ths neo-lberal verson of economc globalzaton s a "dscursvely constructed myth, or a grand narratve, rather than a neutral 28 Arthurs, "The State We're In ", supra note 3 at 35. 29 Ibid. at 40. 30 Arthurs characterzes the relatonshp between the state and legal educaton as follows: "… legal educaton s about, in, for and against the state n so far as law s a dstnctve normatve system generated by the state, t s not autonomous, lcense to practce belongs to the state, t expresses and advances the power of the state and t subverts, restrans and transforms the state through crtcsm." See Arthurs, "The State We're In", supra note 3 at 35. Lkewse, Slaughter comments "The neo-lberal school sees market forces as mpersonal, dsemboded, and nexorable, as supplantng natonal economes wth a global market." 34 Further neo-lberal dscourse reshapes the relatonshp of ctzen to the state so that ctzens are presented as consumers wth choces and responsbltes rather than beneficares wth rghts and enttlements. 35 Teeple smlarly argues that neo-lberal polces have dramatcally reorganzed the manner n whch all socety functons ncludng: the professons, unverstes, corporatons, communty groups and ndvduals. The ramficatons are that the publc sector s contracted and the prvate sector expanded wthn socety. Socal responsbltes are downloaded from governments to the voluntary sector.
36
Femnsts take up ths analyss from the pont of vew of the dvson of labour and argue ths shft puts addtonal burden on the domestc realm. Moreover they argue the restructurng of work s gendered and dsproportonately mpacts on women n all locatons n socety.
37
E. The Political Economy of higher Education
Trends n Canadan socal polcy are reflected n hgher educaton polcy. Postsecondary educaton n Canada has shfted from prmarly state-centred and publcly-funded towards the market. In the early 1990's ths trend was heghtened n Canada as the poltcal economy dramatcally shfted wth the effects of an economc recesson. The fiscal crss was compounded for the provnces when, n 1995, the federal government severely reduced transfer payments to the provnces for health, welfare and educaton as part of a strategy to reduce the federal defict. The provnces lost bllons of dollars n revenue. The federal government followed up ths course of acton by fundamentally alterng the transfer arrangements whch further reduced fundng to the provnces and ultmately to postsecondary educaton. The provncal governments responded to compensate for the federal cuts n varous ways dependng on the deology 33 Dudley, supra note 19 at 23. 34 Slaughter, supra note 17 at 52. 35 See Magnusson, "Canadan Hgher Educaton and Ctzenshp", supra note 12 at 117; Rce and Prnce, supra note 5. See also Kelsey, supra note 12 at 59, who also descrbes the dynamc:
The deologcal mpact of market forces s complemented by more subtle nfluences-n partcular, new dscourses of governance. The terms 'restructurng' or 'structural adjustment' mply a neutral correctve. Fundamental changes to socal regulaton are portrayed as mere shfts of technque, whch are devod of culture, context or power. Ctzens are reduced to customers who buy from competng provders those servces, whch were once, ther enttlements. In the process, responsblty for socal well-beng becomes ndvdualzed, prvatzed, neutralzed. In much offical dscourse, the concepts of a socety whose members have recprocal oblgatons and of communtes wth contendng hstores, cultures, denttes, and relatons of power all but dsappear.
36 Teeple, supra note 9. 37 See Bakker, supra note 9; Brode, supra note 9; M.P. Connelley and M. MacDonald, "The Labour Market, the State and the Reorganzaton of work: Polcy Impacts" n I. Bakker ed., Rethinking Restructuring: Gender and Change in Canada (Toronto: Unversty of Toronto Press, 1996).
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Vol. 26 (1) Capitalism & Legal Education 133 of the government n place. Neo-lberal polces prevaled n Ontaro, Brtsh Columba and Alberta. These ncluded openng up of the prvate sector and expandng of degree grantng thereby ncreasng competton n postsecondary educaton. Governments employed market mechansms n allocatng resources and generatng revenue usng ted, targeted and matchng prvate sector fundng schemes. A greater emphass has been placed on meetng labour market needs through sklls-orented postsecondary programs and currcula as well as marketrelevant research. Governments are ncreasng the nvolvement of ndustry and the prvate sector n publc postsecondary educaton. Student tuton and assstance polces have shfted n some Canadan provnces downloadng the cost of postsecondary educaton on to the student and the prvate sector, away from government. Tuton has been deregulated or partally deregulated and ncreased n some provnces (Ontaro, B.C. and Nova Scota) whle other provnces have held fast to freezes or reductons (Mantoba, Quebec, Newfoundland and Labrador). Provncal operatng grants to postsecondary nsttutons were decreased, key performance ndcators were ntroduced and attached to nsttutonal fundng n some provnces, and system and nsttutonal ratonalzaton and strategc plannng came to the forefront.
38
e. Commodification, Marketization and Corporatization in higher education: Whither our scholarship? A related consequence of the government's neo-lberal approach to globalzaton s the marketzaton and commercalzaton of socal programs. 39 Although the tradtonal descrpton of the Keynesan welfare state nvolved a lnk between the market and socal polcy, the contemporary dfference s the nature and extent of the nfluence of economc values on socal polcy. In the contemporary context socal polcy s realgned to serve domestc and global captal. Consequently, under a market model, socal servces such as publc educaton become commodtsed and prvatzed. In Canada we see ths trend n the ncreasng presence of for-profit nsttutons n a hstorcally publcly-funded and non-profit educaton system. Further n the contemporary landscape students are vewed as 'consumers' who have choces but not rghts, and the publc are vewed as 'nvestors' n but not stewards of the system. At the same tme the goal of educaton shfts and emphaszes the preparaton of a sklled and compettve labour force as opposed to the emphass on the development of crtcally aware ctzens ready to take ther place n a democratc socety. (Curously n the market model of educaton students are prepared to become future mnons for the benefit of the labour market all the whle they are told that snce they wll enjoy the 'returns' on ther 'nvestment', they must shoulder the cost n the form of ncreasng tuton fees.) Contemporary forms of nternatonalzaton n hgher educaton are another guse of commercalzaton wthn the unversty. Sellng educaton as a commodty to overseas students s a valuable source of revenue for unverstes n tmes of restrant and cutbacks.
40
Wthn ths educaton paradgm the cult of accountablty flourshes n the form of audts, measurng exercses, school rankngs on 'performance', and standardzed testng and accredtaton. Kelsey descrbes the reconstructon that takes place:
Tertary educaton must be redefined as prmarly a prvate good, a commodty to be bought and sold n an artfically constructed educaton market drven by the forces of supply and demand. Greater dependence on prvate sector financng and competton are expected to stmulate efficency, nnovaton, and responsveness. Educaton s reduced to tranng and nformaton transfer, and measured through accredtaton of standardzed outputs.
41
Fsher and Rubenson antcpated almost a decade ago ncreasng dfferentaton, specalzaton and ultmately competton n hgher educaton, resultng n a herarchy emergng between nsttutons and ncreased competton for research fundng and for students:
40 Internatonalzaton has many manfestatons wthn the unversty. Some are tradtonal and humanstc whereas others connect t to the market. In terms of research and scholarshp t may nclude the ncorporaton of nternatonal dmensons of knowledge, new sklls and approaches that are seen to contrbute to the unverstes' compettveness n the global market. The goal of nternatonalzaton s envsaged n Canadan hgher educaton polcy by the emphass on certan objectves: tranng for employment by preparng ndvduals wth sklls that wll allow Canadans to compete nternatonally; the representaton of the unversty as a global forum for dscussng deas; ncreasng the dversty of the student and faculty populaton; developng currculum that ntegrates an nternatonal component; fosterng co-operaton through scholarly exchanges, co-operaton, and ncreased student moblty; encouragng nternatonal development projects. For more on the connecton between nternatonalzaton, neo-lberalsm and globalzaton see Jan Curre, "Globalzaton as an analytcal concept and local polcy responses" n Curre and Newson, supra note 7 at 15-20 [ Curre, "Globalzaton as an analytcal concept"]; Kelsey, supra note 12 also takes up ths connecton. Our unverstes are becomng more corporate, more technocratc, more utltaran and far more concerned wth sellng products than wth educaton…. Jontly desgnng currcular wth prvate donors, the dfferentaton between teachng and research nternally, and the relance on non-tenure track sessonal or part-tme labor are already establshed trends. Full cost recovery s a major theme. The marketng of programs at profit-makng rates to foregn eltes wll become the norm. In short, the very essence of the unversty n Canada wll change n ways that undermne some of the best part of the tradton that emphaszed natonal norms and publc servce.
42
In a neo-lberal paradgm, knowledge s vewed as a commodty, a product to be brought to market. Unverstes as producers of knowledge (through our research and scholarshp) are vewed as crtcal to 'knowledge moblzaton' or 'knowledge transfer' to users of knowledge (.e. labour market, ndustry, prvate sector). Market-relevant knowledge, that whch s vocatonal, techncal, skllsorented s prvleged over humanstc, crtcal and reflectve knowledge. 43 Our scholarshp must be made relevant to the market and must be brought, moved or transferred to the market for t to be recognzed and resourced. Susan Boyd remnds us that lawyers are mplcated because they 'have always played a role n facltatng the market processes that receve the prde of place n neo-lberal dscourses.' She observes that the commodficaton of knowledge s exacerbated n the appled dscplnes and 'lawyers are well suted to produce' ths knowledge. Fnally, she ponts out that the consumers of our knowledge (and those ncreasngly nvted to finance t) are less lkely to be the workng class, poor, margnalzed, sngle parents and more lkely to be busness or government nterests, thus gvng the already powerful and prvleged n socety 'leverage to nfluence the shape of legal educaton.' 44 Ths paradgm blossomed n Canada n the envronment of fiscal restrant durng the 1990s descrbed prevously n ths paper. Neo-lberalsm combned wth recesson set the scene for ncreasng unversty-ndustry partnershps, corporate sponsorshp, nsttutonal fund rasng and (nsttutonal and professoral) profit-producng actvtes encouraged by government fundng polces that have ntroduced ted and matchng fundng schemes requrng unverstes to brng n external funds or partner wth external agences. Thus, there was both a push and a pull for the academy to engage the prvate sector − they needed the money and they were encouraged to seek out external, prvate sector funds through fundng polcy schemes. The result has been the ncreased engagement at the nsttutonal and professoral level n entrepreneural, commercal, revenue-generatng and compettve grant wnnng actvtes and partnershps.
42 Fsher and Rubenson, supra note 7 at 96. 43 Thornton, "Gothc Horror", supra note 3. 44 Boyd, supra note 3. Arthurs has also gven us a 'He who pays the pper calls the tune' analyss of research fundng. See Arthurs, "The world turned upsde down", supra note 13; Arthurs, "The State We're In", supra note 3; Arthurs, "The Poltcal Economy", supra note 3.
Another expresson of these trends found n hgher educaton research s n research productvty, whch s emphaszed and measured by outputs and cast n the framework of an accountablty movement. Consequently overall emphass n hgher educaton on research ncreases at the nsttutonal level for grant-wnnng purposes but also at the natonal level because hgher educaton research s seen as an ntegral part of an nternatonally compettve natonal economy. Research performatvty has become an ndcator of our natonal well-beng; our well-beng as defined n terms of our contrbuton to the global economy.
Some scholars have argued that n ths envronment wnnng grant money for a research project s now more mportant than the substance of the research project tself. At the ndvdual, professoral level ths s especally so for the purposes of tenure and promoton. Embedded n and dsgused as smply 'tradtonal tenure and promoton requrements,' market drven pressures on junor untenured faculty go unnamed and therefore unanalyzed. A scholar's 'track record' of wnnng grants emerges as one of the most mportant crteron for successful further fundng from grantng councls n a cyclcal self fulfillng prophecy. Scholars and nsttutons who hstorcally have won more grants, receve more grants, and scholars and nsttutons that hstorcally have won fewer grants wll receved less fundng, exacerbatng dfferences n research producton and stratfyng the hgh educaton system based on research 'output'. 45 In fact we now have a group of unverstes n Canada that clam specal status as research ntensve nsttutons that meet regularly to strategze about lobbyng for resources to support ther status. Although research ntensve unverstes are a major beneficary of recent government polces, all hgher educaton nsttutons have begun to focus on strengthenng research capacty. 46 Smlarly wthn Facultes and departments, ndvduals who are research 'stars' are rewarded wth release tme and other benefits so that those who research wll research more and those that teach wll teach more wdenng the gap and ncreasng the tenson between teachng and research wthn the unversty.
47
There are mplcatons for the substantve nature of our scholarshp because as the hgher educaton n Canada moves closer to the market, academc scholarshp and research shfts accordngly. As research becomes ncreasngly compettvely funded, less dependent on publc grant support and more dependent on prvate commercal support, market-frendly projects are supported and thrve whereas non-commercal research wthers.
48 Kelsey descrbes ths trend: 
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Lkewse, research fundng dependent on prvate commercal sources, or grants from compettve publc pools where government desgnates the prortes, are lkely to support market-frendly projects and hypotheses and unlkely to favour crtque. The resultng deologcal closure wll foster and protect the "consensus", and lmt the range of deas n crculaton on whch the 'evoluton of publc opnon' largely depends.
49
Buchbnder suggests that research fundng n unverstes n Canada has been altered n a manner that affects "democratc process and equal access". 50 He also descrbes targeted fundng actvtes of fundng councls as compromsng the ndependence of academcs by channellng them nto research areas f they wsh to receve fundng. Jan Curre also expresses concern regardng effects that closer lnks wth ndustry and the unversty wll have on academc research. She suggests ths has led to the commercalzaton of research, and as a consequence, "a move to appled agendas wth the accompanyng loss n curosty-drven research and serendptous dscoveres. The prvatzaton of unverstes has packaged research endeavours and led to the commodficaton of knowledge."
51
The manner n whch the Canadan Federal Government s cedng control over academc research to ndustry by ncreasng ndustry's opportunty to define the ways n whch federal support for unversty research s used rases smlar concerns. Clare Polster gves as an example Canada's three natonal research grantng councls, whch have created varous partnershp programs allowng ndustry to shape the topc and form of academc research projects n return for fundng. The growng emphass on ndustral orented research s evdent, accordng to Polster, n ncreasng use of fundng for targeted research themes and the reducton n support for open, curousty-drven research. She also notes that access to resources and state of the art equpment s avalable to those work-49 Kelsey, supra note 12 at 59. See also Magnusson, "Examnng Hgher Educaton", supra note 12 at 83-85, who also argues that n the restructured academc envronment ntellectual work has shfted n such a way whch ultmately undermnes ts publc nterest: 'Academc knowledge [s] constructed prmarly wthn an unregulated terran of unfettered corporate nterests, creatng a stuaton wthn whch ntellectual work predomnantly supports neo-lberal captalst deology.' Conceptons of qualty and excellence n scholarshp emergng from the unversty n ths envronment are lnked to economc notons of development and progress (as opposed to humanstc, democratc notons). Takng Polster's and Newson's analyss of the effects of performance ndcators on ntellectual actvty further, Magnusson mantans that the reallocaton of resources based on market prortes results n "the explct orderng of knowledges accordng to market relatons." She argues that n the restructured hgher educaton research envronment ntellectual work algned wth the market wll receve more external and nternal nsttutonal fundng whereas "work that challenges the captalst agenda s margnalsed".. Crtcal scholarshp such as equty studes are ultmately compromsed under the crcumstances. Her prognoss for unverstes as future stes of crtcal scholarshp and alternatve socal movements s grm as she descrbes unverstes as products of hgher educaton polcy shaped hstorcally by the needs of the captalst state framed n an nterventonst Keynesan paradgm or more currently framed n neo-lberal dscourse and servng the needs of transnatonal corporatons. 50 Buchbnder, supra note 7 at 336. 51 Jan Curre, "Introducton", Curre and Newson, supra note 7 at 4-5 [Curre "Introducton"].
ng n federally supported research networks or centres that engage n ndustry orented research. Smlarly, she notes that perks such as research leaves and reductons n teachng loads are avalable for academcs workng n these centres. She mantans that t s not that other types of research are beng dscouraged but rather that academcs that engage n ndustral orented research receve support, resources, rewards, vsblty and prestge nternally and externally to the nsttutons .She comments, One of the most sgnficant mplcatons of federal actvtes n the area of academc research s that they are contrbutng drectly to the dsmantlng of the lberal unversty. The transformaton s evdent n a number of the unversty's functons, such as producng knowledge, whch s becomng both ncreasngly narrow and orented to servng the needs of ndustry.
52
F. Managerialism in higher Education: Whither academic culture?
There s a vast lterature emergng from a wde range of dscplnes that suggests that unverstes are becomng ncreasngly compettve, bureaucratzed envronments, adoptng corporate and market-orented organzaton models. Academc work s accordngly ntensfied. Professonal autonomy, partcpaton n decson-makng and academc freedom are dmnshed as academc culture becomes skewed towards the market. 53 Thus, ths shft towards the market n Canadan publc postsecondary educaton rases concerns for academc freedom and autonomy.
Some scholars descrbe the changng organzatonal envronment n unverstes n terms of ncreasng manageralsm. They argue academcs are becomng ncreasngly managed and consequently they are becomng less autonomous. Buchbnder mantans that although Canadan unverstes have been organzed along corporate lnes for decades the new ntensve market orentaton s erod- Johns Hopkns, 1997) ; Shanahan, "Legal scholarshp n Ontaro's Englshspeakng law schools", supra note 3 at 25-50; Shanahan and Jones, supra note 38; Thornton "The Dssoluton of the Socal n the Legal Academy", "Neo-lberal Melanchola: The Case of Femnst Legal Scholarshp", "Gothc Horror n the Legal Academy" and "Among the runs: Law n the neo-lberal academy", supra note 3 and "The demse of dversty n legal educaton: Globalzaton and the new knowledge economy", supra note 13.
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139 ng collegal decson-makng and s beng replaced by "manageral hegemony" whereby market strateges domnate and student and faculty groups are margnalzed. Argung that the market-orented unversty focuses on efficency, costcuttng, and centralzaton and reflects a stronger manageral focus, he suggests that ths envronment compromses academc autonomy and collegal decsonmakng. He rases concerns for the producton and transmsson of knowledge n ths envronment observng:
The move to the 'free market' produces a more rgd, top heavy nsttuton n whch control has been taken away from the academc workers. Thus, free s not free, nor s t democratc. Perhaps the most crtcal development n ths process s what happens to the producton and transmsson of knowledge n the market-orented unversty. It s an ssue snce t s the major rason d'être of the unversty.
54
Curre notes the ncreasng workloads and ntensficaton of work whch she connects wth "the globalzaton practce of ncreased accountablty, comng n the partcular form of bureaucratc and financal accountablty." She suggests ths "ever ncreasng amount of petty bureaucracy and form-fillng" s supposed to make unverstes more accountable to external stakeholders but s smply just changng the labour process of academcs and ncreasng admnstratve demands of faculty. Ths mpnges on ther ablty to engage n meanngful ntellectual work. 55 Polster and Jance Newson, also crtque the use of busness style performance ndcators n unverstes. Usng Dorothy Smth's framework of the socal constructon of knowledge these scholars argue that these busness measurement protocols "ntrnscally reorder the socal relatons of academc work." 56 They contend these practces change how academcs engage n ther ntellectual actvtes, ther relatonshps, and ther judgments. They mantan that ntroducng busness crtera of evaluaton and busness nterpretatons and consequences of evaluaton fundamentally alter the nature of knowledge.
g. harmonization of higher Education
Economc globalzaton n a neo-lberal context s a homogenzng force at an nternatonal level.
57 Wthn a market context, harmonzaton s desgned to facltate the movement of captal nvestment so that captal s treated the same way at the nternatonal level. In a legal context ths means the harmonzaton of law and the accommodaton of a new transnatonal legal order to facltate bus-54 Buchbnder, supra note 7 at p. 340-341. 55 Jan Curre, "Introducton" supra note 51at 3. 56 Polster and Newson, supra note 19. Dorothy Smth's framework can be found n Dorothy Smth, The Conceptual Practices of Power: A Feminist Sociology of Knowledge (Toronto: Unversty of Toronto Press, 1990). 57 Arthurs, "Poor Canadan Legal Educaton", supra note 3; Fsher and Rubenson, supra note 7;
Magnusson, "Canadan Hgher Educaton and Ctzenshp" and "Examnng Hgher Educaton", supra note 12; Jan Newson, "Transnatonal and Supranatonal Insttutons and Mechansms" n Curre and Newson, supra note 7 at 235-241.
ness across nternatonal boundares. 58 In a hgher educaton context harmonzaton can be seen n the pressure for mutual recognton and standardzaton of qualficatons n order to enhance the portablty of credentals and allow for movement of potental workers mnmzng barrers to sellng educaton abroad. Whle opportuntes for collaboraton and exchange ncrease n a global context, the concern for some crtcs s that local nsttutonal autonomy and academc freedom to control the form and substance of hgher educaton dmnshes. Both nsttutons of hgher learnng and professons lose local content and control under pressure to brng ther organzatons nto lne wth nternatonal trends n order to be compettve n an nternatonal envronment. (Obvous local examples of ths are the Facultes of Law at the Unversty of Toronto and more recently at Queen's Unversty changng the name of ther law degrees from an LL.B. to a J.D. n order for ther graduates to be able to compete n the Amercan market thereby facltatng the seamless transfer of the credental across borders). 59 In ths context local norms, customs, laws, and regulatons that are dfferent, nconsstent or hnderng ths goal are characterzed at best as backwards and unprogressve, and at worst as llegal and volatng corporate property rghts. In any case they must be "corrected" by the "dscplne" of the market whch has a levellng mpact at the local level. Local customs, local culture and ndgenous knowledge are flattened. 
Intellectual Freedom and Academic Knowledge
Relevant to ths dscusson s the concern for the crtcal functon of the unversty n socety. Underpnnng government's neo-lberal response to globalzaton s the deologcal belef n the vrtue and nfallblty of global markets. In ths envronment where there s only one value − .e., the market − all other values fall away. Ths market value nfuses the unversty and the ntellectual work beng carred out n terms of what knd of work s beng done, by whom, how and for whom.
61 Jane Kelsey and others 62 comment on the hgh degree of deologcal hegemony requred for the long-term survval of global neo-lberalsm whle Curre observes "The frghtenng aspect of globalzaton s the subtle way the process nfiltrates nsttutons so that resstance to ts agenda s weakened", suggestng that t takes a marathon effort to even queston these pract- Unverstes provde a repostory of hstorcal knowledge, a source of crtque, and a breedng ground for competng deas, whch challenge the portrayal of neo-lberalsm as an mmutable and ndsputable orthodoxy. As such they present an obvous target for radcal market-orented restructurng.
64
A partcularly perncous manfestaton of ths trend can be found n the dscredtng of crtcal scholars and ther professonal expertse as well as the suspcon drected at progressve faculty who advocate for socal change and do not embrace the dogma. Kelsey descrbes how ths manfests n legal educaton:
Theores, ntellectuals, and nsttutons that promote socal engneerng through law are nherently dscredted and present logcal targets for restructurng. Ths strkes, n partcular, at the project of soco-legal scholars to analyze law n ts socal, economc, cultural and poltcal context.
65
Margaret Thornton's gves us a recent example of the dscredtng of soco-legal scholars or as she characterzes t as "the dssoluton of the socal n the legal academy." She tells us the story of the applcaton of 'ext packages' to sx tenured La Trobe soco-legal academcs who were 'excsed' from the law school because ther scholarshp was not sufficently 'professonally-orented'. They were subsequently replaced by practtoners as adjuncts n the areas of appled commercal knowledge (.e. trade, competton, ntellectual property and tax law). Fve out of the sx who were targeted were women, and the majorty were femnst scholars.
66
In ths envronment deologcal and ntellectual debate and dversty s stfled n the unversty. The unversty's publc role as an actve and ndependent crtc n socety s compromsed. The ablty of unverstes, and by extenson professonal schools wthn them, to act n the publc nterest (broadly and nclusvely conceved) s compromsed. In ths envronment market prncples are replacng educatonal values, prvate nterest s supplantng publc nterest and the academc culture of the unversty s beng shaped n accordance wth the prortes of the prvate sector.
I. Law Schools and the Academy
Arthurs rases concerns regardng the transformaton of atttudes, values and understandngs whch he attrbutes to neo-lberalsm and whch he refers to as 63 Curre, "Introducton", supra note 51 at 6. 64 Kelsey, supra note 12 at 58. 65 Kelsey, ibid. at 62. Also Arthurs, "Poor Canadan Legal Educaton", supra note 3 also takes up ths theme. 66 Margaret Thornton, "The Dssoluton of the Socal n the Legal Academy", supra note 2.
'globalzaton of the mnd'. 67 He mantans that neo-lberalsm can reconsttute areas of scholarshp so that they become nterpreted and understood n terms of market prncples, norms and values − accordngly, the very nature and substance of that knowledge changes. Kelsey descrbes ths dynamc:
Alongsde the closure of the economc debate and the strctures of manageralsm comes the neo-lberal varant on legal lberalsm known as law-and-economc. Centred on the revval of classcal contract law and property rghts, the famlar, but damaged, ficton of law as nherently objectve, ratonal, prvate, ndvdualzed, and value-free must be restored. Ths truth value then excludes any other legtmate source or form of law, and precludes any analyss of ts hstorcal and contextual role. The excepton s the relatonshp of law to the deregulated economy. That nexus s treated as natural and symbotc.
68
Arthurs captures the sgnficance of the trends n socal and hgher educaton polcy to legal scholarshp and the culture of the law school. He observes:
...neo-lberalsm s a pervasve nfluence n Canada's poltcal economy; our poltcal economy n turn defines the structure and belef systems of our corporatons, legal professons and unverstes; and those socal nsttutons are vastly nfluental n determnng the future of legal research and educaton n the country. Law schools are not autonomous; they do not exst n a vacuum; they cannot promulgate a partcular ntellectual, socal or moral agenda. On the contrary they are deeply mplcated n the poltcal economy n whch they are located, from whch they draw ther students, nto whch they send ther graduates, and about whch ther scholars rumnate and fulmnate.
69
Whle ths presents concerns for all dscplnes n the academy, t s compounded for professonal dscplnes, such as law, already externally regulated by professonal governng bodes and wth strong tes to the State and market. The law s vulnerable, as Arthurs mantans: the law penetrates and s penetrated by neolberalsm. Neo-lberal dscourse employs and approprates the power of legal dscourse to dsplace and exclude other dscourses. 70 Wllam Conkln descrbes the workngs of legal dscourse − t santzes and conceals sufferng, assmlatng all prmary dscourses, hdng ths volence all the whle purportng natural, 67 Arthurs, "Globalzaton of the Mnd", supra note 3. 68 Kelsey, supra note 12 at p. 61. 69 Arthurs, "Poor Canadan Legal Educaton…", supra note 3 at 7. 70 See Conkln, Phenomenology and Conkln "The Trap", supra note 31 and followng for how dscourse especally legal dscourse can usurp and volate another n an act of 'dscursve dsplacement' and 'dscursve volence'.
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Capitalism & Legal Education 143 apoltcal and objectve analyses. He goes so far as to say that the modern professonal law school ads n the producton of such concealment through the assmlaton of the language of lvng subjects nto the legal language of the modern state. 71 Thus the law school becomes complct n the slencng, the volence, and the damage done.
So what mght we expect to see n the legal academy wthn a neo-lberal poltcal economy? Frst, the areas of legal educaton that are close to the market or that are profitable would lkely be prortzed and resourced n the law school. Ths may result n the emphass of research, or teachng, or certan areas of research and teachng, dependng on whch s the most lucratve for the law school. One may expect to see the prortes of the law school nfluencng the ntellectual actvtes of the law professors because ths s the envronment n whch they must work. In terms of subject matter, and theoretcal and methodologcal orentaton, one mght expect to see an ncrease of research actvty n, and/or fundng of, areas of law and analyses n law that are close to the market, or prortzed by a neo-lberal economc polcy approach. These would nclude, but are not lmted to, prvate property rghts, ntellectual property rghts, technology, bo-medcal legal ssues, corporate law, tax, not-for-profit and charty law, nternatonal aspects of all areas of law as well as nternatonal corporate governance. In addton, one mght expect to see a decrease of actvty n, or fundng of crtcal legal research.
The organzaton and fundng of legal research mght also be nfluenced. The adopton of busness values nto hgher educaton descrbed by scholars n ths paper may result n the marketng of law programs, and currculum wth full cost recovery that make a profit for the school. A related consequence may be observed n the ncreasng emphass on makng programs and scholarshps nternatonal n focus. Some scholars have commented that ths leads to a loss of local content and knowledge n research and a pressure to harmonze academc customs, credentals and ultmately scholarshp. Ths may manfest n a law professor's research, n the pressure to wrte for nternatonal audences or journals, shapng Canadan content n our scholarshp to meet an nternatonal audence.
Addtonally, one mght expect to see law professor's research become more compettvely funded and less relant upon publc grant support. That whch s supported by publc grant may ncreasngly rely upon the track record of grant wnnng by the researcher. The adopton of busness values, t s argued by some scholars, also emphaszes notons of productvty, efficency and accountablty, whch we could expect to see become part of the law professor's research context. Ths may result n ncreased admnstratve work to meet accountablty mechansms, ncreased pressure to produce research and teach more students to meet performance expectatons and a decrease n admnstratve support to cut costs and promote efficency. Along wth ncreased admnstratve pressures law professors may experence ncreasng manageralsm n ther research context, ncreased pressure to brng n prvate sector fundng especally through corporate or professonal partnershps and the development of research projects or currcu-lum talored for the prvate sector. All of these factors may be seen to mpact on a law professor's research actvty.
In summary, the lterature revewed suggests that the academc envronment s beng restructured n such a way that t wll affect academc culture and the ntellectual actvtes of professors. In law ths could manfest n what s researched, how t s researched, by whom t s researched, f, how and by whom t s funded, as well as n the shape and content of the end product. One mght expect to see changes n the partcpaton n academc decson-makng of law professors -decsons that nfluence the context and course of ther research actvtes at the law school and affect law professor's academc freedom. Therefore one mght expect to hear law professor's expressng concerns about ther autonomy especally n terms of ther ntellectual actvtes.
III. METhOD, DATA SOURCES AND DATA ANALYSIS
The purpose of the larger study upon whch ths paper s based was to determne the factors that shape the scholarshp, employment envronment and the culture of law schools n Western Canada. 72 Ths project utlzed survey, ntervew and case study methodologes as well as the collecton and analyss of publc doman and archval documents. The research project nvolved two phases. The first phase ncluded the plot testng of the survey nstrument by a small sample of law professors to determne the relablty and valdty of the questons. Ths was followed by a maled questonnare sent to all full-tme faculty at the Western Canadan law schools. The questonnare not only ncluded demographc questons (.e. age, gender, educatonal background, academc experence, rank, and appontment nformaton) but also asked faculty questons about ther teachng, research and practcal work actvtes. In addton the questonnare ncluded questons about the factors that are shapng law professor's scholarshp, employment envronment and the culture of ther law school. Fnally, the questonnare ncluded a queston askng partcpants to ndcate ther wllngness to be ntervewed for the study and to provde contact nformaton f they agree. The overall response rate to the survey across the sx Western Canadan law schools was 41%. The response rate from the Unversty of Brtsh Columba law school was 45%. The demographc data from the survey was analyzed usng smple descrptve statstcs ncludng frequences and cross-tabulatons. The open-ended questons were coded and analyzed across themes developed from the lterature.
Followng the survey, case studes of the law schools commenced. Case studes were chosen on the bass of provncal representaton, sze and age of the
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Capitalism & Legal Education 145 law school and unversty, presence of the law school n a research ntensve unversty and the extent of the law school's research profile. Ths second phase of the project nvolved ntervews of faculty, admnstrators and staff, and also ncluded archval searches and document collecton and analyss. The ntervews focused on the culture of scholarshp and work envronment at each law school and the factors that nfluence them. Ffteen ntervews were done at UBC law school between November 2002 and January 2003. They ncluded tenured and untenured full tme faculty, senor and junor faculty, and faculty that had admnstratve experence at the law school. Ths number represented 50% of the full tme faculty physcally present at the law school durng data collecton. The ntervews were sem-structured and lasted between sxty and nnety mnutes. Crteron was developed whch ncluded age, rank, dscplnary background, and gender, upon whch to base selecton of the ntervew partcpants n order to acheve a representatve sample. Faculty n senor admnstratve postons wthn the law schools were also selected for ntervews. Intervew data was transcrbed, coded and analyzed aganst the themes n the lterature revew on the poltcal economy of Canadan hgher educaton. Partcpants were gven anonymty. Therefore any ntervews quotatons are dentfied smply by a number.
In addton searches were conducted of unversty, law school and government reports and the unversty archves. Documents examned ncluded: annual reports of the law school; academc plans of the law school and unversty; the law school's calendars over the last two decades; currculum and program nformaton; the law school msson statements; Charter legslaton of the unversty; unversty and Socal Scences and Humantes Research Councl of Canada [SSHRC] research fundng nformaton; archval documents on the hstory of the unversty and the law school, and hstores of professonal legal educaton n the provnce. Document and content analyss were used to develop descrptve profiles of the law school and the unversty wthn the context of the legal professon's hstory n the provnce. 74 Ths followng secton presents findngs from the UBC ntervews and document analyss related to the mpact of the poltcal economy on academc culture at the law school.
IV. SChOLARShIP AND ACADEMIC CULTURE AT ThE FACULTY OF LAW, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISh COLUMBIA
A. Profile
The Faculty of Law at the Unversty of Brtsh Columba sts on the edge of a park-lke campus of 1000 acres on a forested pennsula overlookng the Pacfic Ocean and the Coastal Mountan Range of Brtsh Columba. The beauty of the natural surroundngs of UBC s breathtakng. The Faculty of Law was establshed n September of 1945 as large numbers of veterans returnng from World 74 The findngs of the case study of the Faculty of Law at the Unversty of Brtsh Columba relate to the tme perod durng whch the data was collected. Shortly after the data was collected the admnstraton of the law school changed. Follow-up communcaton wth faculty confirmed that aspects of the research culture changed at the law school wth the new admnstraton. I have endeavoured to make a note of ths where relevant n presentng the data.
2008
War II flooded the unversty. Untl then admsson to the Bar of the provnce was by way of artcles of clerkshp n a law office supplemented by a program of lectures organzed by the professonal Bar. In 1914, ths program of lectures formalzed nto the Vancouver School of Law. 75 The law school was establshed at the unversty n 1945 at the urgent request of the practcng Bar. Four prevous attempts to start the unversty-based law school had faled. Fundng of the law school was one, but not the only, dfficulty. The Unversty of Brtsh Columba was severely underfunded and the Law Socety of Brtsh Columba was experencng financal woes. Nether could rase and commt sufficent funds to ensure the ongong operaton of the school untl 1945 at whch tme the Provnce of Brtsh Columba also finally agreed to provde the unversty wth addtonal funds for the new law school.
76
Intal lodgngs for the law school at the unversty were modest. Surplus army huts were brought back nto commsson to house the fledgng Faculty. A permanent structure was bult n 1951 and remodelled n 1971 wth generous donatons from the professon and named after the first Dean George F. Curts. 77 The hstorcal role of the practcng professon n the Faculty of Law at the Unversty of Brtsh Columba has been constant and notable. Unlke the hstory of law schools n other Canadan provnces (such as n Ontaro and Mantoba) the leaders of law professon n Brtsh Columba ntated efforts to establsh the unversty-based law school. The practcng professon has demonstrated contnued nvolvement and support by way of generous donatons and provdng teachng servces n the Faculty from ts ncepton. Ths s not to suggest that the professonal Bar was wthout dvsons or dssent regardng the approprateness of formal post-secondary educaton for lawyers, but rather that they dd not let that dvson nterfere wth ther supportve relatonshp wth the Faculty.
78
UBC' s currently categorzed as a medcal-doctoral unversty havng a broad range of Ph.D. programs and research as well as a medcal school. It houses twelve Facultes ncludng commerce and busness admnstraton; law; medcne; dentstry; and arts and scence. UBC researchers are members of twentyone Canadan Networks of Centres of Excellence. The unversty s characterzed by ts commtment to research, and nterdscplnary studes. 
B. Scholarship at the Faculty of Law
The data from ths component of the study suggests that legal scholarshp has flourshed over the past twenty years and legal knowledge has exploded n terms of subject areas and specalzatons. The nature of academc legal scholarshp has changed ncreasng n ts conceptual dfficulty, complexty, and nterdscplnary character. Ths growth n legal scholarshp n general s reflected n the law school n partcular. Whle doctrnal scholarshp stll has a presence n the law school there has been a prolferaton of theoretcal and crtcal scholarshp over the past two decades.
There s stll a strong core of basc doctrnal analyss n the legal academy. We haven't abandoned doctrnal scholarshp because [that s] basc legal analyss especally regardng new areas. Law s hghly moble because decsons are made all the tme, so just understandng and grapplng wth the effects and meanngs of new laws s a major job n tself. We have just combned crtcal [components] wth t.
85 .
Doctoral studes began at UBC n 1993 and have grown steadly from a few students to nneteen contnung n September 2003. 86 New faculty, (hred n the last decade), were descrbed as havng greater academc credentals comng nto postons at the Faculty of Law than n the past. Whereas n the past LL.M.'s (Master of Law) were typcal hghest degrees for startng law faculty and publcatons were rare, today doctorates n hand or n progress are common place for startng faculty as are publcatons. Ths ratchetng up of credentals and publcatons records n the Faculty was attrbuted n part to the tght and compettve market for postons at law schools across Canada n the 1990's. As a consequence new faculty are enterng law schools wth greater research tranng and a research agenda heghtenng the research msson of the law school whch was once almost predomnantly focussed on teachng. Addtonally, wth advanced graduate degrees new faculty typcally have had exposure to varous academc research tradtons and dscplnes and thus they have an understandng and apprecaton of scholarshp from other dscplnes that may nfluence ther own work. In part a consequence of law professors ncreased research tranng and n part a response to heghtened publcaton expectatons for tenure and promoton, law professors were descrbed as more productve n ther scholarshp than n the past. 
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Interdscplnary scholarshp by law professors at the Faculty, whle on the rse, was descrbed as a "mnorty trend".
87 Mult-dscplnary work was descrbed as dfficult to engage n successfully. Few law professors worked across dscplnes but they were more lkely to cte scholarshp n other dscplnes n ther work than n the past, revealng an ncreasng awareness of trends outsde ther dscplne. Smlarly, whle collaboratve research s ncreasng, especally for younger law faculty and for law faculty engaged n socal scence type research, the predomnant mode of research was ndvdual and soltary for most law professors. The trend toward collaboratve research centres was noted to be ncreasng at the law school not just between full tme academcs but wthn the nternatonal communty of scholars, government and practcng lawyers.
88 However, ths trend was not consdered a systemc change by the professors; rather the data suggests research centres are establshed on an ad hoc bass by faculty and there s lttle external pressure from ether, the unversty, government or funders of research to organze scholarshp along these lnes.
A generatonal dvde emerged as a dstnct pattern n faculty scholarshp. Older faculty were more lkely to engage n doctrnal work whereas new, younger faculty hred n the last decade were more lkely to engage n crtcal theory, emprcal or socal scence research often wth an nterdscplnary element. The generatonal dvde extended to fundng wth older faculty less lkely to seek fundng for ther research whle younger faculty were more lkely to seek fundng. Ths pattern was explaned n terms of the type of research beng undertaken. Doctrnal work requres lttle or no fundng whereas emprcal and socal scence type research costs more to undertake. There were exceptons to ths findng however, found prmarly n experenced faculty that had worked n other dscplnes or n the socal scences and who carred ths nterdscplnary experence nto ther scholarshp and who were famlar wth the process and expectaton of obtanng research grants. Of ths exceptonal group t was sad that they had been "mmersed n a fundng culture for some tme".
89
The law professors n ths study suggested that most academc legal research requres lttle f any fundng and, thus typcally s unfunded or funded nternally by the law school wth small amounts of money. Moreover, by ther own account, law professors are well resourced for ther research as compared to other faculty n other parts of the unversty. Consequently they tended not to look outsde the law school or unversty for research funds. Funds nternal to the law school are readly avalable for research assstance for faculty who wsh to apply for them and, at the tme of data collecton, there was more nternal money wthn the law school for research than there were applcatons for assstance by law faculty. 90 87 UBC Intervew # 7 88 UBC Intervew # 1 89 UBC ntervew # 2 90 Support of research nternal to the law school comes prmarly from a "law endowment fund" created by a fundraser n past years through donatons from the practcng legal professon. To ths s added other "soft money" from sabbatcal leaves, unfilled postons and other donatons from ndvdual or classes. The money has few tes but must be used to benefit students. It allows law professors money for research assstance n the form of graduate students salares but Professors suggested that typcally there was lttle or no large fundng of research n law, no ndustry fundng and no drect fundng from the prvate sector and very lttle ndrect fundng for research from the professon through endowment funds or endowed chars at the law school. 91 The absence of prvate foundatons that support legal research n Canada was also noted (n contrast to legal educaton n the Unted States). Funds supportng faculty research came prmarly from the publc sector -the Law Commsson of Canada or government justce departments or SSHRC. SSHRC grants, held by a few faculty at UBC's law school, were consdered uncommon n law, cumbersome to apply for, and unnecessary for most research projects conducted by law faculty. The lack of SSHRC funds was attrbuted n part to the lack of applcatons by law professors and n part to the consttuton of the SSHRC adjudcaton commttees whch some faculty beleved dd not apprecate the nature of legal research, t's methods, theory and analyss.
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Informaton from SSHRC's awards database confirmed these findngs. Between 1998 Between -2003 [CURA] ). In the same tme perod the law school at UBC receved 22 of these awards representng 1.7% of the unversty's total SSHRC award base. These ncluded two doctoral fellowshps, a Canada Research Char, two mult-year MCRI, and two CURA's as well as SRGs. The Canada Research Char at the law school s one of twenty-five awarded to the unversty snce 2001. At the tme of data collecton there were no faculty nvolved n Networks of Centres of Excellence at the law school although twenty-one faculty across the unversty are connected wth NCE's.
94 Table 1 shows that the majorty of SSHRC funded money awarded to UBC law school n the last four years have come from the MCRI and the CURA grantng programs. Standard research grants awarded to ndvdual faculty represent a very small percentage (6.75%) of the total money awarded to the law school. At the tme of data collecton five faculty held SRG's. These findngs reflect the lack of ndvdual grant does not allow for other research expenses such as travel expenses assocated wth research or attendng conferences. At the tme of ths ntervew t was reported that $50,000 was avalable n the last round of applcatons for assstance by law faculty and only half of that was actually allocated (UBC Intervew # 4). 91 Ths does not nclude consultng done by professors. Also professors noted the tremendous support of the professon by way of human and financal resources for areas other than faculty research (.e. adjunct professors and money for scholarshps and bursares for students, major donors to fundrasng campagns n the past and contrbutons to buld the law school n the 1970's). However, t was noted that the professon does not drectly fund faculty research but ndrectly some of ther contrbutons support the scholarshp of faculty such as n the case of the above-noted endowment fund. 92 UBC Intervews # 7,10, and 12. 93 Each year of the award appeared to be counted n the database separately. Therefore the actual number of mult-year awards receved s lower than the database would suggest. 94 See SSHRC Awards Engne under 'Detaled Lsts of Projects'. Search parameters: Insttuton-UBC, Dscplne-Law, Fscal Year-1998 /1999 -2001 /2002 [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] s surprsngly low, amountng to less than $500,000 over four years. Professors expressed ambvalence n ther accounts of pressure to attract research funds to the law faculty. Some felt lttle or no pressure to obtan research grants and no pressure to establsh a track record of obtanng grants.
95 Whle some tenure-stream faculty felt pressures for productvty that n some cases ncluded the necessty to obtan funds, faculty dd not connect these pressures wth the market but rather connected them to the tenure and promoton structure at the unversty. However, t was acknowledged that funded research was perceved as valued by the unversty admnstraton even for graduate students, as evdenced by the unversty's decson to lnk fundng for graduate students n the law school to the number of SSHRC awards they obtaned.
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For another professor seekng research funds as part of the job descrpton and an expectaton commentng, "We are expected to seek funds outsde the unversty because we are lnked to a very nfluental and rch communty and our graduates, lke medcne wll make bg money". 97 Another faculty understood the necessty of brngng n research dollars as a response to the changng context 95 Ths findng changed wth the new admnstraton. Follow up n May 2004 faculty revealed ncreased encouragement to attract research funds to the law school. 96 The absurdty of ths acton taken by the unversty admnstraton was noted by faculty who ponted out that most of ther graduate students were enrolled n one-year LL.M. programs and would finsh ther studes by the tme SSHRC sent them the results of ther applcaton. 97 UBC Intervew # 8 103 Ths knd of extra currcular actvty s not new or exceptonal and was understood by study partcpants as engagng n professonal practce rather than as the commercalzaton of knowledge.
Often law professor's sale of servces would take the form of consultng for law firms on cases. There was a dfference n opnon n the accounts as to the extent of t at the Faculty because, one professor suggested, people were qute secretve about t. 104 A tenson between faculty members appeared n the varous accounts as to the approprateness of law professors engagng n ths knd of actvty because t took them away from there work at the law school wth students. Gven the already heavy work demands and expectatons for publshng, some professors wondered aloud how tme could be found for such extra currcular actvtes.
At every law school some full tme faculty have been entrepreneurs, runnng a part tme law practce out of ther office…to the extent that people are entrepreneurs here ts more ther prvate practce actvtes. We could have a debate as to whether that's approprate n academc studes but t does happen and t's a sale of servces as opposed to developng a product.
105
Perceptons of the pervasveness and the remuneraton receved from consultng and prvate practce actvtes also vared. Some suggested much of professonal practce work by law professors was lmted and had a large publc servce orentaton such as workng on cuttng edge cases before the Supreme Court. In ths respect ths work was vewed as nformng ther teachng, benefitng the law school and larger communty and not nconsstent wth ther vocaton as a law professor -not to menton rasng the profile of the unversty whch "would be vewed as a good thng for the unversty". 106 The findngs ndcate that some professors were "makng equal to ther salary" through ths work. They were spendng parts of the week at ther law firm office or workng out of ther law school office dong work on retaners as consultants for law firms. A recurrng theme throughout the accounts of the faculty regardng the culture of the law school related to ts dual msson. There s a tenson n the law school (and n the broader legal world) between ts tranng and educaton msson. It must tran for employment (because the LL.B. s the educatonal prerequste for admsson to the Bar) and t must provde a broader academc, ntellectual, post-secondary educaton. One professor summed up the tensons:
There are those that thnk law schools should provde more tranng and there are those that thnk law school should do what unverstes do best, [that s] bombard students wth nterestng deas, engage them, teach them to thnk crtcally, teach them core legal concepts wthn ths, as part of a larger crtcal engagement the larger ntellectual enterprse whch s the unversty.
108
The tenson s hstorcal n Canadan law schools and was connected by one professor to the tenson between theory and practce n professonal schools and the debate as to whether professonal schools should be techncal schools or should provde a more academc ntellectual educaton.
109
The dual msson of the law school also emerged n the professors' comments regardng the teachng and research agenda of the law school. Professors agreed that hstorcally the teachng msson drves the law school. They suggested that teachng and student demands would become more promnent n the law school wth the recent tuton ncreases. However, some professors argued that research was becomng ncreasngly mportant n the law school, whle others sad that teachng and research were mutually supported n the law school. The mportance of research was reflected n the crteron of strong research agendas for new hres and n the number of faculty that had strong reputaton for scholarshp. One professor observed that the law school was known for ts 'amazng scholars' but t dd not have the same reputaton as an excellent teachng school. 110 The research culture as reflected n the graduate program at UBC Faculty of Law was descrbed by professors as strong, nnovatve and an mportant part of the law school. The recent growth n the graduate program to nclude a doctoral program had enhanced the research agenda of the law school. It had also ncreased the nternatonal and nterdscplnary character dmenson.
central unversty governance and decson-makng as many law faculty were often called upon to serve on unversty governance commttees.
129
The law professors n ths study consstently descrbed hgh levels of academc freedom n ther scholarshp. Fundng of research, where t dd take place, was largely unted. Scholarshp was overwhelmng descrbed as drected by 'faculty's research nterests' 130 or 'faculty curosty' 131 and was 'unconstraned'.
132
. Faculty were descrbed as havng "a lot of control" over ther scholarshp.
133 One professor summed t up: "I've had a lot of control over what I do. I'll often say to people 'wll you look at ths?' before t goes out. But I've never had anyone try to steer t". 134 Influences on the drecton of scholarshp were descrbed as "opportunty" to do certan work, avalable financng for costly research, 135 and 'judgement of peers '. 136 Whle faculty are aware of varous pressures and changes n the hgher educaton envronment there was a consensus that law faculty experence hgh levels of ndvdual autonomy and there are few f any constrants on ther research.
There s an ncredble amount of freedom to pursue one's own research agenda wthn the unversty and wthn ths corner of the unversty. And by and large faculty stll set ther own research projects. It s the ncredble luxury of an academc job. It also rases an mportant functon of the unversty settng-space to allow people to pursue thngs that are mportant to them but also socally, culturally and poltcally …There s a large measure of academc freedom. I don't feel constraned n my research agenda.
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V. CONCLUSION
The findngs llustrate a number of contradctons. On the one hand the data suggests that at the tme of data collecton the changng poltcal economy had not [yet] affected the law school at the Unversty of Brtsh Columba n the same way, or to the same extent, as other jursdctons and dscplnes as descrbed n the lterature. The law professors n ths study of the UBC Faculty of Law dd experence challenges assocated wth ncreased workloads accompaned by a serous scarcty of basc human and financal resources. They descrbed changng expectatons for research producton and grant wnnng (especally for young untenured professors who partcpated n the study). Some, but not all, noted pressure on ther ntellectual scholarshp and an ncreasng emphass on Vol. 26(1) Capitalism & Legal Education 159 research and revenue generaton. Some faculty descrbed an ncreasngly compettve and market-drven work envronment that affected the school culture. However, partcpants n the study also descrbed hgh levels of academc freedom and professonal autonomy. They nssted they were largely mmune to the mperatves of the market, prvate sector values, funder's agendas and the unversty's tes to ndustry n ther scholarshp. Ths was explaned n part because faculty had more money than was needed to conduct ther research and because the school was not solely dependent on scarce publc, unversty funds to carry out ther tasks. The school can turn for support to a wealthy, tradtonally supportve, practcng arm of the professon wth whom they have a good relatonshp. Therefore, the law school s well resourced compared to other parts of the unversty and they have a hstory of lookng outsde the unversty for money (for teachng and research) to the practcng professon. These findngs are not entrely nconsstent wth the lterature. McInns and Margnson noted the same n ther study of Australan law schools commentng "law has been less vsbly touched by the culture of corporate manageralsm than have some other parts of hgher educaton − the culture of the legal professon and of academc law are both relatvely strong." 138 The data suggests that the daly work envronment at the law school s drven by the teachng msson of the law school. Through teachng, law schools are connected to a powerful and wealthy professon because the LL.B. s part of the educatonal component of the Bar Admsson Course. The data suggests that the law school's proxmty to the practcng legal professon serves to buffer them from the mpact of changes n hgher educaton. Through the connecton to the professon they are able to generate funds and rase the profile of the unversty wthn the communty. More recently the deregulaton of professonal tuton fees has added to ther revenue-generatng ablty for the unversty and ncreases the schools focus on teachng the students who brng n the tuton dollars. The law school's relatonshp wth the prvate practcng professon secures, f not strengthens the law school's poston wthn the unversty. It s a relatonshp that s encouraged by the unversty as t provdes a source of captal for the law schools and mnmzes the law schools dran on the unversty's scarce resources.
Furthermore, the dual msson of the law school, both academc and vocatonal, produces a tenson that has hstorcally exsted n law schools n Canada. Appled, practcal educaton and scholarshp s not a new trend n the school, nor s t attrbuted by faculty to shfts n hgher educaton polces emphaszng labour market prortes. For example, partcpants n ths study dd not equate the sale of legal servces (undertaken by some professors n the form of consultng) wth the commodficaton or commercalzaton of ther academc research and knowledge. Rather they understood t as ether engagng n the prvate practce of law or as publc servce, consstent wth the dual (academc/vocatonal) orentaton of the legal academy. As Goldsmth remnds us, vocatonalsm has always been a strong trend n law schools because many students ntend to enter the practce of law and law graduates are hghly employable compared to other
